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This invention relates to improvements in 
and relating to printing and consists in a new 
method of producing latent or visible images of 
all kinds such as monochromatic or heterochro 
matic reproductions of objects, i. e. symbols, 
scenes, inscriptions and other representations of 
all kinds, or theproduction of graphic representa 
tions of oscillatory phenomena such for example 
as oscillograms, cardiograms ‘or radar indications. 

It is an object of the invention to enable such 
monochromatic or heterochromatic productions 
or reproductions to be made by a transference 
method, rapidly and at low cost even in circum 
stances where only one or only a small number 
of the productions or reproductions are required. 
A further object of the invention is a method 

enabling such productions or reproductions to be 
made in the form of positive or negative reliefs 
and coloured if desired. 
The method according to the present invention 

for making latent or visible images, consists in 
bringing into contact with one another two sur 
faces, one of which contains, consists of or is 
coated with a substance or composition adapted 
to be softened by ‘heat, and scanning the surface 
of said substance or composition with a controlled 
beam of radiant or corpuscular energy to soften 
parts thereof so thatmaterial is transferred from 
one surface to the other surface in correspond 
ence with said softened parts of the substance 
or composition on the one surface when the two 
surfaces are ‘in contact. 

In the production of representations or images 
of oscillatory or other phenomena such as can 
be expressed in the formof electricalsignals, such 
signals are utilised to modulate the beam of radi 
ant or corpuscular energy scanning the surface 
of the heat-softenable substance or composition. 
In the making of reproductions of objects, 

symbols, scenes, inscriptions and other represen 
tations of all kinds, the method according to the 
invention includes the preliminary step of scan 
ning the representations to be reproduced, there 
by producing electrical “picture” signals and 
utilising the produced “picture” signals to modu 
late the beam of radiant or corpuscular energy 
scanning the surface of the heat-softenable sub 
stance or composition. 

Again, a reproduction may be made utilising a 
patterned mask or stencil between a scanning 
beam of radiant or corpuscular energy and the 
surface of ‘the heat-softena'ble substance or com 
position. In some cases also, a patterned mask 
may be used in conjunction with a scanning beam 
modulated for producing other effects as ‘out 
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lined above vand the patterned mask may in such 
case be disposed ‘on eitherside of the surfaceof 
heat-softenable composition or substance. 
The material transferred may be the heat 

softened substance or composition itself orit may 
be a material present on ‘the other surface and 
which is transferred by being taken up by the 
softened parts of the heat-softenable substance 
ortclzfmposi-tion when brought into contact there 
Wl . 

In some ‘cases the transfer may be a “partial” 
transfer, the transferred substance adhering to 
the receiving surface without leaving the original 
carrying.surface,so that parts of the two surfaces 
are caused to adhere. In such-case the adhering 
parts, or, using a transparent or translucent 
transferable substance, the parts of the original 
carrying surface corresponding thereto, constitute 
the required production or reproduction and the 
strip or other body on which the production or 
reproduction is to be viewed is transparent or 
translucent so that the production or reproduc 
tion may be viewed through the transparent or 
translucent strip or body. This arrangement 
may be such that theadhering surfaces may be 
parted from one another after use and the strips 
or other bodies bearing the surfaces used again 
in making other productions or reproductions. 

,It will readily be understood that the images 
may be produced either on the surface of the re 
ceiving material or body, i. e. that not originally 
bearing the 'heat-softenable substance or compo 
sition, as a result of its reception of the elemental 
softened parts of the substance or composition 
from the other surface, or on that other surface 
i. e. the surface originally containing, consisting 
of or coated with the heat-softenable material, as 
the result of abstraction of elemental parts of the 
substance or composition therefrom. 
The scanning of the surface of the heat-soften 

able substance or composition may take place 
whilst it is in contact with the other surface or 
alternatively it may ‘take ‘place a short time be 
fore the two surfaces come into contact with one 
another. 
The images produced by the methods forming 

the subject of the present invention may be 
monochromatic or heterochromatic and hetero 
chromatic reproductions may ‘be made conform 
ing closely to the natural colours of coloured ob 
jects, scenes or representations to be reproduced. 
The modulated beam may be conveniently the 

electronic beam of a cathode vray tube modulated 
by signals derived from object-scanning means of 
any known kind such as an iconoscope. Alterna 
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tively a concentrated beam of infra-red radiation 
may be utilised in conjunction with for example a 
movable concave re?ector or mirror, or a lens 
transparent to the radiation, the scanning move 
ments of the beam to in?uence the transferable 
material being controlled in accordance with sig 
nals derived from the iconoscope or other object 
scannmg means. 
In the production of a monochromatic repro 

duction of a black and white or coloured object 
by the method according to the invention, a ma 
terial may be used containing, consisting of, or 
coated with a substance adapted to be rendered 
transferable Lmder the in?uence of a modulated 
scanning electron beam and having combined for 
transfer therewith, either one or more black or 
coloured substances, or one or more substances 
adapted to be selectively coloured by further spe 
ci?c substances subsequently applied thereto. 
In a method for the production of a hetero 

chromatic reproduction of a coloured object by 
electronic means in accordance with the inven 
tion a series of areas of transferable compositions 
of different colours corresponding to the com 
ponent colours of the required reproduction are 
employed, and the object to be reproduced is 
scanned through a similar series of separate 
colour ?lters each of which is of a colour com 
plementary to the pigmentary colour of one of 
the transferable compositions, the signals pro 
duced by the object-scanning means at each scan 
through one colour ?lter being inverted and 
thereafter utilised to modulate an electron beam 
scanning an area of transferable composition 
of thecolour which is complementary to that of 
the said one colour ?lter, the scanned areas of 
different colour being brought in succession, after 
scanning by the modulated electron beam, into 
contact with the same area of the material or 
body on which the heterochromatic reproduc 
tion is to be made. The modulating signals may 
be produced with a single iconoscope or other 
object-scanning means making a series of scans 
in vsuccession each through a different colour 
filter or a series of separate iconoscopes each 
scanning through-e, different colour ?lter may 
be used. 
A heterochrom-atic reproduction can be built 

up using three or more component colours and a 
‘further colour, such for example as dark grey, 
or black, may be added to the heterochromatic 
reproduction, for example for the purpose of 
“modifying” or “correcting” the colours applied 
previously, by transferring elemental parts of 
said further colour in the manner previously de 
scribed, but in most cases without the interposi 
tion of a colour ?lter between the object and the 
scanning device. 
The compositions, adapted to be rendered 

transferable under the in?uence of a modulated 
radiant energy or corpuscular beam, and suit 
able for use in carrying out the present inven 
tion, include substances which are capable of 
being softened at least once by the application 
of heat and which are capable of being retained 
by the surfaces of bodies or materials to which 
they are applied in their softened state. 
These compositions may be inherently col 

oured by the incorporation therein of one or 
more coloured substances, such as dyestuffs or 
pigments or mixtures thereof, or the composi 
tions may include one or more substances which 
can be selectively coloured by treatment subse 
quent to the step of transferring, or which will 
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4 
act as selective mordants for dyes subsequently 
applied thereto. 

Alternatively, transferable compositions may 
be employed which are capable of producing an 
etch-ground or resist so that printing plates, 
stencils, masks, meshes and patterns may be 
produced. 
The following three examples are given of 

compositions which are suitable for use in carry 
ing out the present invention. 

A 
Parts by weight 

Crestavin resin 282 (a modified cresylic 
resin) ________________________________ __ 75 

Paraf?n wax, high melting point (about 
63° C.) ________________________________ __ v10 

Petroleum jelly __________________________ __ 15 

B 

Ester gum ______________________________ __ 80 

Palm wax _______________________________ __ 15 

Paraffin wax, low melting point ___________ __ 5 

C 

“Laculose B” (an esteri?ed gum) _________ __ 85 
Petroleum jelly __________________________ __ 15 

The above compositions may be suitably col~ 
oured by incorporating therein, one or more pig 
ments and/or dyestuffs the exact amounts of 
such pigments and/or dyestuffs added depend 
ing on their particular colour strengths, or “cov 
ering powers,” and the following are given as 
typical examples. 

1 
Parts by weight 

Uncoloured composition (e. g. A, B or C) __ 75-85 
Pigment ________________________ _i_____ 25-15 

2 , 

Uncoloured composition (e. g. A, B or C)- 90-95 
Dyestuif _____________________________ __ 10- 5 

3 

Uncoloured composition (e. g. A, B or C) __ 70-83 
Pigment _____________________________ __ 2545 

Dyestu? _____________________________ __ 5- 2 

The dyes used in the above examples are, of 
course, of such a kind as are soluble in the com 
positions. 

Transferable compositions may also be used 
containing a substance having “thermo-setting” 
properties but which is incorporated in the 
transfer composition in 1a physical or chemical 
state such that it is capable of being softened 
at least once by the application of heat, though 
usually such “ther-mc-sensitive” compositions 
can be heat-softened several times before ?nally 
setting to an infusible condition and this facili 
tates the use of the compositions. Suitable com 
positions ‘of this kind are solutions of a urea 
formaldehyde resin, in a solvent and containing 
a pigment or dyestuif and compositions in this 
form are suitable for ready application to a car 
rier strip, of paper for example. - 
In addition to, or instead of, colouring mat 

ter such as pigments or dyestuffs, the composi 
tions may contain one or more heat-sensitive 
chemical compounds, such as silver stearate or 
lead-thiobenzoate, which change their colour 
permanently under the in?uence of heat, with 
the result that the colour of the elemental parts 
‘of the composition, which are rendered transfer 
able under the in?uence of the heat generated 
by the modulated beam of radiant or corpuscu 
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lar energy, is changed either simultaneously with 
the composition being rendered transferable, or 
afterwards by subsequent heat treatment. 
Apparatus for making reproductions by meth 

ods in accordance with the invention are illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a part sectional view in elevation 
showing the layout of an apparatus suitable for 
use in making reproductions of an object in black 
and white or in monochrome, 

Figure 2 is a further view of a part of Figure 
1 on an enlarged scale, 
Figure 3 is a part sectional view in elevation 

showing the layout of an apparatus suitable for 
use in making heterochromatic reproductions of 
a coloured object, 
Figure 4. is an enlarged perspective view illus 

trating one arrangement for bringing the trans 
ferable composition and the material on which 
the reproduction is to be produced into close 
contact, 
Figure 5 illustrates a modi?cation whereby 

reproductions may be produced on both sides of 
a single strip of material simultaneously, 
Figure 6 illustrates, diagrammatically, a fur 

ther apparatus for the production of images by 
the method according to the invention. 

Figures 1 and 2 show apparatus for carrying 
out the production continuously, of reproduc 
tions of an object, in black and white or in mono 
chrome, on the surface of strip material such, 
for example, as paper. 
The apparatus here shown comprises an ex 

posure unit and a printing unit and in Fgiure l 
the exposure unit is shown as a television “pick 
up” tube I I, with associated electrical equipment 
I24 and I2’, I8 represents the power source com 
mon to the exposure and printing units, and 
the remainder of the ?gure constitutes the print 
ing unit. 
The scanning device or “pick-up” tube II is 

conveniently an iconoscope and its associated 
time base circuits I2 and I2’ are of a kind such 
that the rate of scanning of the iconoscope 
mosaic is usually slower than in television prac 
tice. In other respects however the iconoscope 
operates in known manner to scan the whole area 
of an image of the object, formed on its mosaic 
by any suitable known optical system (not shown) 
to produce picture signals. 
The printing unit comprises a cathode ray 

tube I3 having a glass or non-magnetic metal 
envelope open at the end remote from the elec 
trodes I4 and deflector plates I5 and sealed into 
the wall of a chamber I3 adapted to be highly 
evacuated through a tube I'I leading to an ex 
haust pump (not shown); and the construction 
of the chamber I6 is such that a strip of material 
bearing the heat-softenable, and in this case 
transferable, substance or composition and a 
strip of material on which the reproduction is to 
be made can be introduced into, and removed 
from, its interior, and in the case illustrated, 
in such a manner that the vacuum within the 
chamber I3 is not destroyed. Whilst the icono 
scope or other “pick-up” tube I I as stated above 
is associated with two time bases I2 and I2’ 
for line-scanning and frame-scanning respec 
tively, the cathode ray tube I3 is associated with 
a line-scan time base 23 only. Time base 20 
is connected through a synchronising circuit 2I, 
with the line-scan time base I2 of the iconoscope 
I I so that the electron beam, represented by line 
22 in Figures 1 and 2 may be caused to line 
scan only, in synchronism with the line-scanning 
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6. 
of the object by the iconoscope II. Frame-scan 
ning in the operation of reproduction is achieved 
in this case by moving the strips within the 
chamber I6, past the electron beam in a direc 
tion transverse of the line-scanning plane of the 
electron beam and at a speed related to the speed 
of frame-scanning of the object by the icono 
scope II. 
The cathode ray tube I3 is shown in greater 

detail in Figure 2, 23 being the cathode main 
tained at the required potential from the power 
source I8, and indirectly heated by means of a 
?lament 24 connected with the power source I8, 
and 25 is the grid interposed between the cathode 
23 and an electro-magnetic focusing coil 26, fed 
from the power source I8, for focusing the elec 
tron beam 22. Suitable bias is applied to the 
grid 25 from the power source I8. I9 is an 
ampli?er for applying ampli?ed picture signals, 
generated by the iconoscope I I, to the grid 25. 
The internal surface of the cathode ray tube 

I3 is coated with an electrically conductive ma 
terial such as that known under the trade name 
“aquadag” to form an anode 21, insulated from 
the envelope of the tube I3 when the latter is 
of metal, and this anode is electrically connected 
with the power source I8. 
The means whereby the strips are introduced 

into, and removed from, the chamber I6 and 
moved past the cathode ray tube I3 whilst in 
said chamber are as follows: 
The chamber I6 is formed at its lower end 

with two wells 28 and 29 containing mercury or 
another appropriate liquid into which project 
ba?les 33, 3| disposed so that an inner part I6’ 
of the chamber, which contains the cathode ray 
tube I3, is isolated from two outer parts I6" and 
I6'” of the chamber I6 by liquid seals. 
The outer I6” and IG'” of the chamber I6 are 

connected with an exhaust pump (not shown) 
by Way of tubes 32 and 33 so that a pressure is 
maintained therein, which, though higher than 
that in the highly evacuated part I6’, is lower 
than atmospheric. 
By this arrangement the pressure di?erence 

between the part I6’ and the parts I6” and "5"’ 
of the chamber I6 is kept small, with consequent 
limitation of the height of the mercury column 
required in the liquid seals. The strip bearing 
the transfer material is shown at 34, being in 
the form of an endless band supported by a series 
of guide rollers 35, 3B, 31, 38, 39, 40, 4|, 42, 43, 
44 so as to travel between chamber parts I3’ and 
I6" and traverse the liquid seal in well 28. The 
rollers 38, 42 and 43, immersed in the mercury, 
are preferably hollow and apertured to permit 
entry of mercury to overcome buoyancy. 
The lower part of chamber part I6’ forms a 

reservoir for transfer composition 45, the com 
position being supplied, usually in a hardened 
or set condition, from a hopper 46 to a cylinder 
41, in which it is warmed by heating means of 
any known kind such as a steam pipe coil 48, 
and thereby lique?ed or softened to such an ex 
tent as to enable it to be transferred to chamber 
part I6’ by a pump 49. In some cases a pump 
may be unnecessary, the sub-pressure in cham 
ber part I5” being suf?cient to draw in the 
softened composition. 
A transfer roller 50 is mounted for rotation 

partly immersed in the body of liquid or softened 
composition 45 and in contact with a part of the 
band 34 engaged by the roller 35, so that com 
position is transferred to the band 34 to form 
a coating, the thickness of which is regulated by, 
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a doctor blade 5i. The applied coating on band 
34 hardens to a condition in which it is not 
transferable until again subjected to heating. 
The transfer roller 50 within chamber part I6” 

is driven by an electric motor 52 at a given speed, 
through a suitable form of electro-magnetic cou 
pling (not shown), or alternatively a driving 
motor may be disposed within the chamber part 
I5", and the roller 35 supporting a part of the 
band 54 is driven at a corresponding speed to 
move the coated band 34 in the direction of the 
arrows in Figure 1 through the liquid seal into 
and out of the highly evacuated chamber part 
I6’. The speed of the driving motor, and there 
fore the rate of movement of the band 54., is con 
trolled from the frame-scan time base I2’ of 
the iconoscope through a synchronising circuit 
53, the arrangement being such that the band 
is moved at a speed corresponding or related to 
the frame-scanning speed of the iconoscope I I. 
The paper or other strip material on which 

the reproduction is to be made is indicated at 54. 
The strip 5d is taken from an external supply 
reel 55 through the subatmospheric chamber part 
I?'” through the liquid seal in well 29, into the 
highly evacuated chamber part it’, out from the 
latter again through the liquid seal into the sub 
atmospheric chamber part IIi'” and is ?nally 
caused to emerge from the latter to be received 
upon a suitable drum 55 for example, being guided 
in these movements by a series of rollers 51, 58, 
59, 65, El, 62, 53, 6d, 55 and E5. 
Sealing means are provided at the point of en 

try and exit of the strip 55 to and from chamber 
part I6’” and this may be a liquid seal similar 
to those previously described, or alternatively me 
chanical sealing means may be provided as shown 
consisting of a large diameter soft roller 6?, of 
rubber for example, and a pair of smaller diam 
eter soft rollers 68 and 69 adapted to make pres 
sure contact with the entering and emerging runs 
of the strip 54 passing between them. The rollers 
El, 58 and 69 are mounted so as to fill, and make 
yielding pressure contact with the boundary of 
the aperture in the wall of the chamber part 
'6!!!‘ 
The strip 55 is moved in the direction of the 

arrows in Figure l, at the same speed as the 
coated strip 34, being drawn through the appa 
ratus by engagement with a pulley ‘ii! driven at 
appropriate speed by the same motor 52 driving 
the coated strip 35. 
The two guide rollers 45 and (ii within the 

highly evacuated chamber part It’ are arranged, 
as shown in Figures 1 and 2, to bring the coated 
side of the moving coated strip 35 and the strip 
54 on which the reproduction is to be made, into 
rolling pressure contact with one another and 
the position of these rollers 45 and ti is such 
that the electron beam from the tube focused by 
the focusing coil 26 impinges upon the coated 
surface of strip 34 at points on a line immedi 
ately preceding, but as close as possible to, the 
“pinch” between the two rollers 45 and 5! carry 
ing the two strips 313 and 54. 
The electron beam “spot,” which represents 

the ?nite dimensions of the electron beam at 
the focal point on the transferable coating, moves 
to and fro or scans on lines transverse to the 
direction of movement of the coated strip 35 
and the coating composition is rendered trans 
ferable quantitatively in accordance with the 
instantaneous variations in the beam intensity 
and the heat generated thereby, which in turn 
are inversely proportional to the point to point 
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8 
variations in light and shade or colour tone of’ 
the object to be reproduced, so as to be trans 
ferred to the strip 54 at the adjacent line of 
pressure application, and the rate of movement 
of the strips 34 and 54 being suitably related to 
the frame-scanning speed of the iconoscope II, 
the composition transferred to the strip 54 forms 
the required reproduction. 
The roller 40 supporting the part of the coated 

strip being scanned is preferably an electrically 
conducting roller electrically connected with the 
anode of the cathode ray tube I3 or otherwise 
maintained at a suitable potential with respect to 
the cathode 23 of the tube I3, and such a roller 
may be a rubber covered metal roller or a roller 
formed of or including rubber and having for 
example graphite dispersed in the rubber. 
The amount of transferable composition which 

is softened at any given point on the coated band 
34 by the electron beam 22, for subsequent trans 
ference to strip 54, is determined by the instan 
taneous value of the electron beam current so 
that resulting transfer from that point will be a 
reproduction of a corresponding element of the 
picture or object as seen by the iconoscope I I and 
the integrated result of the transference of suc 
cessive elemental parts of the composition to 
strip 54 will be a positive reproduction thereon 
of the picture or object in black and white or 
monochrome. 
The reproduction will be a positive or negative 

reproduction according to the nature of the icon 
oscope or other object-scanning device and the 
total number of stages of ampli?cation employed. 
When the object-scanning device is of a kind 
which would produce a negative reproduction, 
and a positive reproduction is required, the pic 
ture signals generated by the scanning device, 
and used for modulating the electron beam, in 
addition to be ampli?ed in the amplifier l9, may 
be inverted with the aid of any known form of 
electrical inversion means, before being applied 
to the grid 25 of the tube l3. 
The apparatus described above is intended for 

use in the making of reproductions continuously 
on a moving strip, but the invention is, of course, 
applicable to the making of one or a succession 
of pictures on a strip or body which remains 
stationary together with the strip the surface of 
which bears the composition to be transferred 
during periods in which the modulated electron 
beam, both line-scans and frame-scans an area 
of the composition, in synchronism with the line 
scanning and frame-scanning of the object-scan 
ning device. 
With the size of the spot kept constant, tem 

perature rise of the transferable coating on the 
band 34 is dependent upon the beam current 
and the rate of line-scanning of the electron 
beam, the latter as previously stated may, if 
necessary, be made slow compared with the line 
scanning speeds used in television practice. 
Normally the line-scanning speed is kept con 

stant and the required “spot” temperature ob 
tained by adjustment of the beam current, 
though it is to be understood that temperature 
adjustment may be effected by change of scan 
ning speed or by combined adjustment of beam 
current and scanning speed. Adjustment of the 
unmodulated beam current at the commence 
ment of operations is usually made to give a spot 
temperature approximately equal to the soften 
ing temperature of the transferable composition. 

In the alternative arrangement as shown in 
Figure 4 a composition coated band 34 and an 
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uncoated strip 54 are brought together over a 
common roller ‘H with the coating composition 
between the band and strip and in contact with 
the latter. The electron beam 22 of the cathode 
ray tube 13 is focused on to the surface of the 
strip 54 and line-scans as before in the direc 
tion of the axis of the roller ‘H, the roller ‘H 
being rotated and the band 34 and strip 55 being 
moved past the beam at a speed corresponding 
to the frame-scan speed of the iconoscope H. 
The composition is softened as before, with 

resultant transfer from the band 34 to strip 
The reproduction is formed either on the strip 

54 by the composition transferred thereto, or on 
the band 34 by the extraction of composition 
therefrom, or on both simultaneously. 
In Figure 5 is illustrated a part of a further 

form of the apparatus employing two bands 36 
coated with transferable composition moving 
around two guide rollers s9 and making contact 
with the two opposite faces of a strip 54 passing 
between the two rollers 49. Two electron beams 
22, from two cathode ray tubes, modulated either 
by the output picture signals from a single icono 
scope H, or modulated respectively by the out 
put picture signals from two separate iconoscopes 
ll, scan the coated surfaces of the respective 
bands 34 on lines close to the “pinch” between 
the rollers 46, so that reproductions of the same, 
or different objects as the case may be, may be 
produced on opposite sides of the strip 4. 
Using an apparatus of this kind and a trans— 

parent strip 55, two coloured component repro 
ductions of the same object may be formed in 
register with one another on the two sides of 
the strip using two iconoscopes and further 
coloured component reproductions may be super 
imposed on the ?rst by subjecting the same areas 
f strip to further subsequent scans by the 

modulated electron beams to produce, say four 
colour combination reproductions. 
To produce the individual coloured component 

reproductions, the object or scene is scanned by 
an iconoscope through a colour ?lter to generate 
picture signals, the produced signals being in 
verted electrically and utilised to modulate the 
electron beam scanning the transferable compo 
sition. The transferable composition is in this 
case of a colour complementary to that of the 
colour ?lter used. 

Heterochromatic reproductions of an object 
may be made, using apparatus of the same gen— 
eral kind as previously described for use in pro» 
ducing in monochrome or black white, by 
employing appropriate colour ?lters interposed 
in succession between the objects and the scan 
ning iconoscope, or by illuminating the object 
with speci?c colour radiations succession, the 
colours of which are the same as those passed by 
equivalent colour ?iters, and utilising the respec~ 
tive sets of picture signals to modulate the beams 
scanning the surface of coated hands brought in 
succession into registering contact with the ma 
terial on which the reproduction is to be made. 
Three-colour or other heterochromatic positive 

reproductions of an object can be made continu~ 
ously by the method according to the present 
invention. 
The method of colour reproduction according 

to the present invention makes use of analysis 
of. the radiation from an illuminated object into 
radiation of the three spectral colours, orange, 
green and violet, which are used, one at a time 
in succession, in a manner yet to be described, 
to control the transference of compositions of 
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10 
“pigmentary” colours complementary to those 
of the three spectral colours, respectively, with 
the result that transferred elements of the com 
positions of different colour co-operate to form 
the heterochromatic reproduction, which, through 
subtractive colour blending, is in the substan 
tially correct natural colours against the correct 
background. 
The use of a given colour ?lter in conjunction 

with a composition whose “pigmentary” colour is 
the complement of that of the ?lter, is to render 
correctly a white or gray background in the re 
production. A coloured object alone (i. e. with 
out background) can be reproduced correctly by 
making use of a colour ?lter in conjunction with 
a composition of the same colour (since there 
are no intermediate negatives to be produced as 
in normal printing practice) ; however, a coloured 
object against a white background would appear 
in the reproduction as a coloured object against 
a dark background, it this direct method is used. 
If a white or grey background is required there 
fore, it is necessary to use ?lters and compositions 
which are complementary one to another in con 
junction with electrical “inversion” of the icono 
scope scanning signals. By inversion is under 
stood electrical inversion in which a strong signal 
is weakened and a weak signal is correspondingly 
strengthened, and this may be accomplished using 
known inverter circuits. This arti?cial inversion 
may be regarded as analogous to the inversion 
which takes place during the formation of posi 
tives from negatives in known colour printing 
practice. 
Apparatus for carrying out the method of 

three-colour reproduction in accordance with the 
present invention is illustrated in Figure 3 of the 
accompanying drawing: in this ?gure those parts 
of the electrical equipment unnecessary to an 
understanding of the further description have 
been omitted. 
In the ?gure three cathode ray tubes l3, of a 

form similar to that described with reference to 
Figures 1 and 2, are mounted in spaced relation 
ship within a closed casing constituting a cham 
ber [8, including a chamber part It’ containing 
the tubes l3 and adapted to be highly evacuated 
by way of a tube I1 and an exhaust pump (not 
shown), and chamber parts I6” and IS’” iso 
lated from the chamber part I6’ by mercury or 
other liquid seals 28 and 29, similar to those 
previously described, chamber parts I6” and IB’” 
being in communication with an exhaust pump 
(not shown) by way of tubes 32. and 33 whereby 
a sub-atmospheric pressure may be maintained 
therein. 
The chamber part IE5" encloses three separate 

composition reservoirs 65, similar to the reservoir 
45 of Figure 1, and each supplied separately with 
transferable coating composition from a separate 
hopper 46, heated cylinders 41, 48 and pump 49. 
For convenience of illustration one hopper, cylin 
der and pump combination only is shown in the 
drawing. The transferable compositions are of 
di?erent colour in each reservoir 115, being re 
spectively blue, red and yellow. 
Three endless bands 34, 34’ and 34" are 

mounted on guide rollers as clearly shown, to 
travel each between one of the reservoirs 45 and 
the interior of the highly evacuated chamber part 
i8’ and each band is coated, in its respective 
reservoir 45, with a layer of transferable composi 
tion of one of the three colours by contact with 
transfer rollers 50 in the manner fully described 
with reference to Figure l. The endless bands 
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34, 34' and 34" all enter and leave the highly 
evacuated chamber part I6’ by way of the mer 
cury seal 28. 
The thickness of the coatings on the bands is 

controlled with the aid of doctor blades 5i. 
All three bands 34, 34' and 34" are driven at 

similar and constant speed and in the same direc 
tion as shown by the arrows from a common 
motor 52 through a gear box ‘I4, chains ‘I2 and 
‘I3, and suitable magnetic couplings enabling 
band supporting rollers 35 within the reservoirs 
to be driven from the exterior of the chamber 
part I6", and the transfer rollers 56 for the coat 
ing composition may be driven by belts ‘I5 from 
the rollers 35. 
Within the chamber part I6’ are mounted three 

main and separate guide rollers 46 for the bands 
34, 34’ and 34", these rollers being of relatively 
large diameter and each corresponding to the 
roller 40 of Figure 1, and being mounted equally 
spaced from one another. The remaining band 
supporting rollers are idler rollers, some of which 
may be adjustable, to guide the bands under suit 
able tension, between their respective coating 
“pick-up” rollers 35 in chamber part I6” and 
“exposure” rollers 40 in chamber part IS’. 
The single strip of material on which the re 

productions are to be produced is shown at 54. 
It is taken from a supply reel 55 led round a se 
ries of guide rollers, ?rst into chamber part I 6"’, 
thence through the liquid seal 29 into the highly 
evacuated chamber part I6’, then out through the 
liquid seal 29 into chamber part I6'”, ?nally 
emerging from the latter and engaging with a 
pulley ‘I0 also driven from the gear box 14, where 
by the strip 54 is drawn through the apparatus. 
Entry and exit of the strip 54 to and from the 
chamber part I 6"’ takes place through a me 
chanical sealing device formed, as previously de 
scribed, by three rollers 61, 68 and 69, of, soft 
rubber making yielding pressure contact with the 
ingoing and outgoing runs of the strip 54 and 
with the boundaries of the aperture in the wall 
of the chamber part I 6"’ so that sub-atmos 
pheric pressure may be maintained in chamber 
part I6'”. 
Within the highly evacuated chamber part I6’ 

are provided three sets of rollers, each compris 
ing three rollers 66, 6|, 62, the intermediate 
roller SI of each set being arranged close to one 
of the guide rollers 40 of the coated bands 34, 34’ 
and 34". 
The strip 54 is caused to pass around these 

rollers in the course of its travel in the chamber 
part I6’ in such a manner that the strip is 
brought into yielding pressure contact with each 
of the bands 34", 34' and 34 in succession at the 
points where the latter are in contact with the 
rollers 40. 
The three cathode ray tubes 13 are mounted in 

the chamber part I6’ so that the electron beam 
of each can be focused on the coated surface of a 
different one of the three bands at points just 
preceding the “pinch” between a roller 46 sup 
porting a band and its related roller GI support 
ing the paper or other strip material. 
The exposure unit comprises three iconoscopes 

II, II’ and II", electrically connected through 
ampli?er and inverter circuits (not shown) each 
with the grid of one of the cathode ray tubes I3 
in such a manner that the picture signals gen 
erated by each iconoscope are utilised, after in 
version and ampli?cation, to modulate the elec 
tron beam of one tube I3. Three colour ?lters, 
‘I6, 11 and i8, which are orange, green and violet 
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respectively, are placed between the three icono 
scopes II, II’ and II" and the object 19, in such 
a manner that an orange image is thrown onto 
the mosaic of the iconoscope II, a green image 
onto the mosaic of iconoscope II’ and a violet 
image onto the mosaic of iconoscope I I ". When 
these coloured “component” images are scanned 
in the several iconoscopes, picture signals appro 
priate thereto are generated at each, and the 
signals from each are passed to the appropriate 
one of the tubes I3 associated with the bands 34, 
34’ and 34", bearing the related coating compo 
sition of complementary pigmentary colour, to 
modulate the beam thereof. 
With this apparatus, “three colour” reproduc 

tions of an object or scene can be produced con~ 
tinuously on the surface of strip material, such 
as 54, and in the following manner: 
The strip material 54 is drawn continuously 

into the chamber part IB'”, through the me 
chanical seal 68, 63, thence through the liquid 
seal 29 into chamber part I 6' at a constant speed 
related to that of frame-scanning in the icono 
scopes II, II’ and II". Within chamber part I6’ 
it traverses all three rollers 6| in succession and 
afterwards emerges from the chamber part I6’ 
through the same liquid seal 29, through the 
chamber part I6'” and ?nally through the me 
chanical seal 6?, 68, to engage with the driving 
pulley ‘ID. The bands 34, 34’ and 34", each with 
an applied uniform coating of one of the three 
different compositions in hardened condition on 
its surface, are passed from sub-atmospheric 
chamber part It” into chamber part It’ through 
the liquid seal 28 and back again, the speed of 
travel being the same speed as that of the strip 
material 54. 
The bands 35, 34’ and 34" for supplying the 

transfer composition may conveniently have an 
intaglio relief pattern, which divides the surface 
of the bands into a plurality of very small indi 
vidual cells or depressions. This relief pattern 
may be produced by preliminarily etching a flex 
ible metal or etchable band or by moulding a 
flexible plastic band. 
The doctor blades 5|, are in such a case, ar 

ranged to scrape the surface of the pre-formed 
bands, usually with an oscillatory movement so 
as to leave composition only in the individual 
cells or depressions. In this way the composi 
tion is divided into a multiplicity of very small 
parts each isolated from the others, with the re 
sult that any tendency for spreading of the heat 
generated on the composition during scanning 
thereof is eliminated or reduced and good de?ni 
tion in the ?nal reproduction ensured. 
The iconoscopes II, II’ and II”, the mosaics 

of which bear orange, green and violet images of 
the object 79 respectively, generate picture sig 
nals and the set of signals of each one iconoscope 
is utilised, after ampli?cation and inversion, to 
modulate the electron beam of one of the cathode 
ray tubes I3. The modulated electron beams of 
the tubes l3 are arranged to line-scan the com 
position bearing surfaces of the bands 34, 34’ 
and 34” respectively on lines just preceding the 
lines of pressure contact between the bands and 
the strip material between the pairs of rollers 40 
and 6|. 
The heat generated by the modulated electron 

beam “spots” as they scan across the composi 
tion-coated faces of the respective bands, cause 
the successive softening of elemental parts of the 
compositions and these are transferred onto the 
strip-material 54, as the bands and strip-ma 
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terial come intov pressure contact with one;- an 
other: The. results of. the. softening." and' subse 
quent transference of‘ all the: elemental. parts, the 
amounts‘ of; which. are proportional to the light 
and; shade ofthe corresponding picture elements 
of the component images formed on the. mosaics 
of the iconoscopes H”, H’ and H, aretheforma 
tion of three component reproductionsof the ob 
ject: on the strip-material 54' in yellow, red and 
blue, respectively. 

The. guide rollers'for'the' bands 34., 34" and 34" 
or for the. strip 54, or for both the bands and the 
strip, are adjusted so that each red component 
reproduction is transferred in. exact register with 
the yellow component reproduction. previously 
formed, andeach blue component reproduction is 
transferred in exact register‘ with the combined 
yellow and red component reproductions previ 
ously formed. The three component reproduc 
tions combine to. form. a heterochromatic repro 
duction'of the coloured, object, 18. It will be un 
derstood that at the commencement of opera 
tions several yellow component reproductions 

be produced before the ?rst of such yellow 
component reproductions reaches the position in 
which a red component reproduction is formed 
in- register with it. This is, however, no disad 
vantage when the continuous production of a 
number of colour reproductions of a single sta 
tionary object or‘ scene-is contemplated. 
One or more further colours, or black, may be 

applied to “correct” or “modify” the three-colour 
reproduction produced. by the method last de 
scribed, by providing further printing units in 
conjunction with the appropriate iconoscopes, 
colour ?lters and inverter circuits. 

It will be appreciated that in the continuous 
processes’ described above, strips or‘ webs. pre 
coated with the: appropriate‘ composition may be 
used in place of the bands’ 34‘ in- which case: the 
arrangement described above forthe: continuous 
application. of a coating of heat-softenable com— 
position to the bands 34- is'unnecessary. 
The production. of a single or a small number 

of heterochromatic. reproductions of a stationary 
coloured object may'also‘ be carried out by op— 
erating the‘ iconoscopes‘ one after the other, the 
separate. sets of picture signals generated by the 
iconoscopes being utilized to modulate the. re 
spective electron beams of the cathode vray tubes . 
l3, to which they are separately connected, in 
timed relationship with. one another such that 
the yellow, red and blue component reproduc 
tions: are produced in. correct register on the 
strip. In other words, the picture’ signals from 
the iconoscope |l-"’,. operating with the violet 
?lter 18, are generated and utilised directly in 
the production of the yellow component repro 
duction and the picture signals from the corre 
sponding iconoscopes H” and H are‘ generated 
and utilised respectively in the production of the 
red and blue component reproductions only 
when the already made yellow component repro 
duction and the combined yellow and red com 
ponent reproductions have respectively reached 
their correct‘pcsitions in the printing unit. 
An example of a further apparatus specially 

suitable where. the making of: single or small 
numbers of monochromatic- or; heterochromatic 
productions or reproductions is required; utilis 
ing the method according to the invention, is il 
lustrated in Figure 6 of the accompanying draw 
ings. 

In, Figure 6-,. the evacuated chamber is- repre 
sented by [6» as in the-previously described. con-. 
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structi'on', said chamber [6 containing the. oath 
ode ray tube I3. The band carrying the heat 
softenable. composition is shown at BI], and in 
this case the band is carried by two spools 8| 
and 82 in such a manner as to be capable of 
being moved in either direction through the 
chamber [6 by winding off one spool and onto 
the other, suitable driving means (‘not shown) 
for the spools, such as an electro-magnetic cou 
pling, being provided to enable them to be driven 
in one. direction or the other from the exterior 
of the chamber IS. 
The band 80 is pre-coated with three heat 

softenable compositions of the. colours yellow, 
red and blue which have appreciably different 
softening temperatures. Thev di?erent composi 
tions cover separate areas of the band and are 
applied. so as to form a sequence of successive 
areas with the colours succeeding one another 
in the required order. 

‘Reproduction is made upon sheets of paper 
introduced into the chamber It‘ by means of a 
carrier belt 83 extending between the outside of 
the chamber 15, through a liquid seal 84, and if 
necessary a mechanical seal of the kind previ 
ously described, into the interior of the chamber, 
being guided by a series of rollers, including two 
main positioning rollers 85. 
The inner end of the carrier belt 83. is connect 

ed with a spring-driven roller 86 the arrange 
ment being such that the belt 83 together with 
the paper sheets‘ may be drawn into the chamber 
by the roller 86 to bring a paper sheet to a posi 
tion where it is stretched between the position 
ing rollers 85 and approximately at right angles 
to the electron beam 22 in the manner shown. 
The coated band 38 is caused to make surface 

contact with the paper sheet vbetween rollers 85 
by means of a pair of guide rollers 81 which are 
carried in bearings at the lower ends of rods 88 
adapted to be raised and lowered by solenoids 89. 
In operation, with the guide rollers 81 raised 

to permit the coated band 80 to take the posi 
tion away from the carrier belt 83, the belt 83 
is‘ moved to bring a paper sheet, carried thereby, 
into the position where it extends between po 
sitioning rollers 81. The coated band 80 is 
moved to bring an area of yellow coloured com 
position opposite the paper sheet and the sole 
noids 89 are operated to lower the rollers 81, 
thereby bringing the yellow coloured composition 
into contact with. the paper sheet. With the 
paper sheet and the coated band stationary, the 
heat-softenable composition is line and frame‘ 
scanned by the electron beam 22 modulated by 
the ampli?ed and inverted picture signals gener 
ated by the iconoscope which has scanned the ob 
ject through a violet colour ?lter so that a yellow 
component reproducion is formed on the paper 
sheet. 
The rollers 8‘! are retracted and the band 8!! 

moved to bring an area of red composition op 
posite the paper sheet which has remained sta 
tionary and after bringing the red composition 
into contact with the paper sheet, scanning is 
repeated, the modulating picture signals being 
derived from an object scan by the same icono 
scope but through a green ?lter. 
The above- described steps are again carried 

out to bring a fresh area. of composition into 
contact with the paper sheet and scanning again 
carried out, the modulating picture signals be 
ing those derived from an object scan by the 
iconoscope. through an orange ?lter; The three 
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component reproductions are made in register 
with one another. 

It will be understood that in the example the 
heat-softenable coating is scanned by the modu 
lated electron beam through the body of the 
band 80. 
The coloured compositions of different colour 

are selected so that the softening temperatures 
thereof are different and so that a temperature 
sui?cient to soften the blue composition is in— 
sumcient to soften the already transferred red 
and yellow compositions, and similarly a temper~ 
ature suf?cient to soften the red composition is 
insu?icient to soften the already applied yellow 
composition. 
The spot temperature of the unmodulated 

scanning beam 22 is adjusted between scans to 
correspond with the softening temperature of 
the next coloured composition to be scanned. 

In cases Where the Width of the strip of ma 
terial on which the production or reproduction is 
to be made is so large as to make the use of one 
electron beam impossible or undesirable, several 
electron beams, modulated by the signals gener 
ated as a result of scanning a'corresponding 
number of contiguous areas (considered trans 
versely) of an object, by one or several scanning 
devices, are utilised to enable the full width of 
the strip to be covered, each of the several elec 
tron beams being arranged to scan a part of the ' 
full Width of the strip. 
A screen or mesh of the type commonly used 

in printing for the production of half-tone 
blocks or plates may be disposed between the ob 
ject and the scanning device of the exposure 
unit so that light radiation from the object has 
to pass through the screen or mesh before being 
incident on the scanning device. 
By the use of such a screen or mesh, etch re 

sists for half-tone plates may be formed or - 
alternatively the required tone effects of a pro 
duction or reproduction may be achieved directly 
by utilising such a screen and forming half-tone 
productions or reproductions. 
In order to produce background pattern effects, ‘ 

a patterned mask such for example as a ?ne wire 
mesh or other foraminated material may be 
interposed between the incident electron beam 
and the material upon which the production or 
reproduction is to be made. 

Alternatively a patterned metal mask of gOOd 
heat conductivity may, for this purpose, be intro 
duced immediately behind, and in contact with, 
the material on which the production or I'BDI‘OT 
duction is to be made. , 
The making of heteroohromatic reproductions 

of a coloured object or scene on transparent ma 
terial, for example colour cinematograph ?lms, 
may also be carried out by the method according 
to the invention. 
To produce a single cinematograph ?lm of sta 

tionary or moving objects in natural colours, at 
least three coloured component reproductions 
may be made on a transparent strip in register 
with one another in the manner described above 
with reference to Figure 3. It is not possible to 
proceed by scanning and transferring elemental 
parts of the three coloured compositions simul 
taneously, since it is necessary to take account of 
the inevitable time lag which must exist due to 
the need for the ?lm to travel from the ?eld of 
one modulated electron beam to the ?eld of the 
next. 

‘The formation of the three coloured component 
reproductions in correct register with one an 
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other may be accomplished by employing means 
providing a delay or time lag, introduced be 
tween the second and third inconoscopes I I’ and 
H and the corresponding cathode ray tube l3 
to which they are connected. By this means the 
picture signals necessary for modulating the ?rst 
electron beam scanning the yellow composition 
are transmitted, immediately after inversion and 
ampli?cation, to modulate the ?rst electron beam 
it, those required for modulating the second 
electron beam scanning the red composition are 
delayed until the yellow component reproduction 
formed previously reaches the correct position 
with respect to the second electron beam, and 
those necessary for modulating the third elec 
tron beam scanning the blue composition are de 
layedstill further until the combined yellow and 
red component-reproductions have reached the 
correct position with respect to the third electron 
beam, so that the blue component reproduction 
is formed in register with the previously formed 
yellow and red component reproductions. 

Alternatively in the production of such a 
coloured ?lm, two of the component reproduc 
tions may be made simultaneously and in register 
on opposite sides of the ?lm, e. g. by the method 
described with reference to Figure 5, and the 
third component reproduction formed subse 
quently but in correct register with the two com 
ponent reproductions previously formed, a suit 
able delay or time lag circuit or mechanism be 
ing interposed between the third iconoscope and 
therespective electron beam so that the third 
component reproduction is formed in correct 
register with the other two. 

Again, in the formation of a heterochromatic 
reproduction of a stationary or moving coloured 
objecton a ?lm suitable for cinematograph pro 
jection, the component reproductions may be 
made simultaneously upon three separate thin 
transparent strips and the three strips subse 
quently brought together so that the simultane 
ously formed components are in register with 
one another. Alternatively two ?lms may be em 
ployed, two colour component pictures being 
formed by transference 'of compositions to the 
two sides of one of the ?lms simultaneously and 
in register and the third coloured component 
formed simultaneously by the transference of 

A . another composition upon the other ?lm, the two 
?lms being subsequently brought together so that 
the three corresponding component reproduc 
tions are in correct register with one another. 
Since all colour components of a single picture 
are in this case formed simultaneously, the pro 
vision of a delay or time lag is unnecessary. 
‘The transparent strip materials upon which 

the coloured component reproductions are formed 
may. be combined permanently to form a single 
coloured .?lm'by sealing the strips together along 
their longitudinal edges. 

It will be understood that in some cases the 
time required for bringing about the softening 
and transference of the transfer compositions 
may be such as to make it desirable to scan with 
the modulated electron beam at speeds lower than 
the scanning speeds normally employed in gen 
eral television practice. For this purpose the pic 
ture signals generated by the iconoscopes may be 
recorded, usually optically and in known man 
ner, and the optical records may be made use 
of subsequently, for the purpose of regenerating, 
at a speed lower than that at which they were 
recorded, the required picture signals for modu 
lating the electron ‘beam. The rate of line 
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scanning of the electron beam and also the rate 
of frame-scanning thereof, or the rate of move 
ment of the strip material, as the case may be, 
are of course correspondingly reduced. 

It will be understood that the “pick-up” tube 
or iconoscope may be connected either directly, 
or through a radio link with one or more corre 
sponding printing units, and the productions or 
reproductions may be made either close to, or 
at one or a number of situations remote from 
the object or scene to be reproduced. 
In some cases it is an advantage to preheat 

the layer of composition on the composition 
coated band or bands, to a temperature in the 
region of, but a little below, the softening point 
of the composition, in order to reduce the amount 
of additional heat which is required to be gen 
erated by the bombardment of the composition 
by the beam of radiant or corpuscular energy for 
softening the composition sumcient to render it 
transferable. This preheating may be carried 
out in many ways. For example the composi 
tion may be scanned with an unmodulated elec 
tron beam (i. e. an electron beam of constant 
intensity) just before the composition is scanned 
by the modulated electron beam, or in cases 
where a composition-coated band is introduced 
into the highly evacuated chamber through a 
liquid seal, such preheating may be carried out 
by maintaining the liquid in the seal at the re 
quired temperature. Any other convenient means 
of preheating, if necessary thermo-statically con 
trolled, may however be used. Since only a slight 
rise in temperature will then be required to render 
the transfer compositions transferable, the speed :2 
of scanning of the electron beam in the printing 
unit may be higher. 
The printing unit may include means whereby 

the electron beam may be caused to sweep out a 
visual picture, for example by causing the 
fluorescence of a suitably disposed ?uorescent 
screen, visible from the exterior of the apparatus. 
This visual picture may be utilised as an aid to 
the accurate setting-up and adjustment of the 
apparatus before reproduction by the method a. 
according to the invention. 
Further, making use of the method according 

to the invention, a material, containing, consist 
ing of or coated with a substance or composition 
which is capable of being softened at least once 
by the application of heat and which has a re- 
quired degree of solving power or tackiness when 
in that condition, is arranged to contact a fur 
ther material containing or coated with a col— 
oured component, such for example as an undis- . 
solved dye or a pigment dispersion loosely held 
in a carrier so that it is capable of being trans 
ferred to those parts of the substance or com 
position which have been rendered dissolving or 
tacky under the influence of heat generated by 
the controlled radiant energy or corpuscular 
beam which scans the surface of the ?rst men 
tioned material. 
The ?rst mentioned material may have a coat 

ing of for example a thermoplastic resinous acid 
such as abietic acid or a solid fatty acid having 
the required softening point, or a thermoplastic 
mixture containing wax and a fatty acid, and the 
second mentioned material may be provided with 
a coating of an undissolved basic dye dispersion 
held in casein. In this example a production or 
reproduction is made on the ?rst mentioned ma 
terial by transference of dye thereto. Alterna 
tively the second mentioned material may be 
coated either with a mixture of an undissolved 
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basic dye and a white pigment held in casein or 
it may have a coating of an undissolved basic 
dye dispersion in casein masked with a thin layer 
of a white pigment, and the production or repro 
duction made either on the ?rst mentioned ma 
terial having an acidic constituent, or on the 
second mentioned material, or upon both simul 
taneously. 
A thin preliminary coating of a resinous, waxy 

or like substance or composition, tinted or col 
oured if desired may be provided on the surface 
of the material or body upon which a production 
or reproduction is to be made. This coating 
improves the affinity of the surface of the ma 
terial for the heat-softenable substance or com 
position which is to be transferred thereto and 
may, if desired, contain a substance capable of 
reacting With the transferred substance or with 
a constituent of the transferred composition. 
For example a mordant capable of reacting with 
a dye constituent of a coloured composition may 
be incorporated in the resinous or waxy layer. 
In such cases preheating may be carried out, 

and the material on which a production or re 
production is to be made, provided with such 
a thin preliminary coating of a resinous, waxy 
or like substance or composition, may be sepa 
rately scanned, prior to coming into contact 
with the material bearing the heat-softened 
substance or composition, with a separate un 
modulated electron beam to render the resinous 
or waxy coating soft or tacky, in which condi 
tion it assists transference of the softened parts 
of the heat-softened substance or composition 
to be transferred. 

Alternatively such preliminarily coated ma 
terial on which the production or reproduction 
is to be made may be separately scanned with 
a further electron beam which is also modulated 
by the picture signals derived from the scanning 
device, in phase with and to produce the same 
amplitude of modulation and width of scan as, 
the electron beam scanning the surface bearing 
the heat-softenable and transferable substance 
or composition. In this case the preliminary 
resinous or waxy coating is softened only at 
parts which correspond to and come subsequently 
into contact with those parts of the transferable 
substance or composition which are being sof 
tened for transference. 
Again, the surface bearing the transferable 

substance or composition may be scanned by an 
unmodulated beam to render the transferable 
substance or composition soft, and the surface 
of the material bearing the resinous or waxy 
coating may be scanned by the modulated beam 
so that when the two surfaces come subsequently 
into contact, parts of the softened transferable 
substance or composition are transferred in cor 
respondence with those parts of the resinous or 
waxy coating which have been softened. 
The transfer methods herein described may be 

used for the making of etch resists on a wide 
variety of materials, such for example as metals 
and glass, and such resists may be used e. g. in 
the making of decorative effects, or for the 
making of printing plates or other image-carry~ 
ing forms, which may be used for printing pur 
poses in conjunction with known printing 
processes. 
For example, an offset plate may be produced 

directly by the transference of an etch resistant 
composition, such for example, as stearic acid 
or palmitic acid to build up the etch ground (fat 
picture) on for example a zinc sheet. 
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Alternatively an ordinary letter-press block 
may be produced by transferring elements of an 
acid resistant thermoplastic composition to form 
an etch ground on a plate which can then be 
subjected to the action of an etch bath in the 
usual manner. 
As a further alternative a “transfer” paper 

may be produced by the method according to 
the present invention and the required printing 
plate may be produced using this “transfer” " 
paper in a manner well known in the printing 
art. 

Etch-resists for use in making patterned sten 
cils, or other patterned or apertured materials 
such as wire mesh may also be made, the ma 
terials bearing such resists being subsequently 
etched right through to produce the required 
apertures. 
The compositions used for the production of 

such etch-resists need not of course be coloured. ‘ 
The present invention may also be utilised for 

the production of three-dimensional or reiief 
reproductions of an object, or scene, or other rep 
resentation. Such reproductions are produced by 
transferring much larger amounts of composi 
tion onto the material on which the reproduc 
tion is to be made and this may be accomplished 
either by increasing the ampli?cation of the pic 
ture signals generated by the iconoscope, or by 
reducing the line-scanning speed of the mod- . 
ulated beam in the printing unit, or by allowing 
the modulated beam to line-scan the face of the 
composition more than once, or by carrying out 
both ampli?cation and multiple line-scanning 
simultaneously. 
When producing such reproductions in relief 

employing the methods described earlier by ref 
erence to Figures 1 to 3, the apparatus may be 
operated in such a manner that the strip-ma 
terial, on which the reproductions are to be made, 
is drawn through the printing unit in succes 
sive steps, so that the electron beam can scan a 
given line the required number of times before 
the strip-material moves forward step-by-step 
in synchronism with the frame-scanning taking 
place in the iconoscope. The electron beam in 
the iconoscope is of course arranged to scan the 
corresponding line on the image formed on its 
mosaic the same number of times before the 
frame-scan time base of the iconoscope causes ; 
the electron beam in the iconoscope to commence 
scanning the next following line on the image on 
its mosaic. As before the line-scan time base 
of the iconoscope is electrically synchronised with 
that of the cathode ray tube in the printing unit. 

Productions or reproductions in relief made 
by the transfer of a resinous thermoplastic sub 
stance or composition, subsequently hardened if 
necessary, may be used directly as a printing 
surface for subsequent use, or as a guide in the 
production of electros. Alternatively such hard 
ened reliefs may be used as matrices, or as 
punches in the productions of matrices. It will 
be understood that a matrix may also be pro~ 
duced directly on material by abstraction of the 
transferable substance or composition from the 
material. 
“Make-ready” consisting of a suitably shaped 

relief for use in conjunction with e. g. printing 
plates or blocks in known printing processes may 
also be made by the methods according to the 
invention. For example a. relief, varying in 
height according to the tone value of a printing 
plate can be produced by transferring a resinous 
compound to thin sheet material. The trans 
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ferred resinous relief, subsequently hardened, if 
necessary, forms a make-ready which may be 
used in the usual manner, e. g. as an underlay 
or an overlay. ' 

The present invention may also be utilised 
in the production of hectographic printing sheets 
by forming a reproduction of “mirror script” and 
other laterally inverted representations, symbols 
or pictures using a transfer composition consist 
ing of an undissolved dye, soluble in a particular 
group of solvents, dispersed in a medium sub 
stantially insoluble in that solvent group For 
example an alcohol-soluble dye may be used and 
the resulting hectographic printing sheet used 
in conjunction with a duplicating machine of the 
“spirit-soluble” kind. 
Patterned silk screens, for use in the known 

silk~screen printing processes, may also be pro 
duced utilising the present invention. For ex 
ample, a plain, i. e. unpatterned silk screen may 
be dipped in a thermoplastic material, such for 
example as wax, which forms a thin coating on 
the screen The coated screen is then placed in 
contact with an absorbent material which will 
absorb the thermoplastic material when in the 
molten state, and then exposed to the action of 
a scanning electron beam, modulated by signals 
generated from an iconoscope, with the absorb~ 
ent material behind the coated screen, i. e. on 
the opposite side to that of the source of the 
electron beam. The heat generated by the 
modulated scanning electron beam causes some 
of the composition to melt and this melted com 
position is absorbed by the absorbent material. 
The result is a patterned silk screen. 
Patterned silk screens may also be made ac 

cording to the invention by transferring com 
position to an uncoated screen or mesh to form 
a production 0r reproduction thereon; the trans 
ferred composition closing the appropriate aper 
tures of the mesh to prevent the ?ow of ink 
therethrough when the silk screen is used. 

I claim: 
1. Apparatus for producing images including 

an evacuated chamber, means for forming and 
controlling an electron beam within said cham 
ber, two strips one of which is treated with a 
heat-softenable material, and means for intro 
ducing said strips into and withdrawing said 
strips from said chamber, said means comprising 
a liquid sealing column, located between the 
atmosphere and said chamber and guide mem 
bers by means of which said strips are moved 
through said column and through said chamber. 

2. Apparatus for producing images including 
an evacuated chamber, means for forming and 
controlling an electron beam within said cham 
ber, two strips one of Which is treated with a 
hea't-softenable material, and means for intro 
ducing said strips into and withdrawing said 
strips from said chamber, said means comprising 
a ?rst liquid sealing column in communication 
with the interior of said chamber and a set of 
guide members by means of which the treated 
strip is moved through said ?rst column and 
through the interior of said chamber, a second 
liquid sealing column in communication with 
said chamber, a mechanical seal located between 
said second column and the atmosphere and a 
further set of guide members by means of which 
the other of said strips is moved through said 
mechanical seal, through said second column 
and through the interior of said chamber. 

3. Apparatus for producing images, said ap 
paratus including an evacuated chamber; two 
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surfaces, one of which contains a material which 
can be softened at least once by the action of 
heat; means for bringing said surfaces into con 
tact ‘with each other within said chamber; a 
source of radiant energy; means for directing a 
beam from said source toward said surfaces; 
means for controlling the intensity of said beam; 
and means for causing said beam to scan said 
heat-softenable material to soften predetermined 
parts thereof, whereby matter is transferred from 
a selected area of one of said surfaces to an equiv 
alent area of the other, in correspondence with 
said softened parts of said material, when the 
two surfaces are in contact. 

4. Apparatus for producing images, said ap 
paratus including an evacuated chamber; two 
surfaces, one of which contains a material which 
can be softened at least once by the action of 
heat; means for bringing said surfaces into con 
tact with each other within said chamber; means 
for forming and controlling a beam of radiant 
energy; means for directing said beam toward 
said surfaces; and means for causing said beam 
to scan said heat-softenable material to soften 
predetermined parts thereof whereby matter is 
transferred from a selected area of one of said 
surfaces to an equivalent area of the other, in 
correspondence with said softened parts of said 
material, when the two surfaces are in contact. 

5. Apparatus for producing images, said ap 
paratus including an evacuated chamber; two 
surfaces, one of which contains a material which 
can be softened at least once by the action of 
heat; means for bringing said surfaces into con 
tact with each other within said chamber; means 
for forming an electron beam Within said cham 
ber; means for controlling the intensity of said 
electron beam; and means for causing said elec 
tron beam to scan said heat-softenable material 
to soften predetermined parts thereof, whereby 
material is transferred from a selected area of 
the surface containing said material to an equiv 
alent area of said other surface, so as to form 
the required image thereon. 

6. Apparatus for making reproductions of ob 
jects, said apparatus including an evacuated 
chamber; two surfaces, one of which contains a 
material which can be softened at least once by 
the action of heat; means for bringing said sur 
faces into contact with each other within said 
chamber; means for forming an electron beam 
within said chamber; means for controlling the 
intensity of said electron beam by modulating 
said beam with picture signals representative of 
the object to be reproduced; and means for caus 
ing the modulated electron beam to scan said 
heat-softenable material to soften predetermined 
parts thereof, whereby material is transferred 
from a selected area of the surface containing 
said material to an equivalent area of said other 
surface, so as to form the required image thereon. 

7. Apparatus for making reproductions of ob 
jects, said apparatus including an evacuated 
chamber; a surface bearing a material which 
can be softened at least once by the action of 
heat; a second surface; means for forming an 
electron beam within said chamber; means for 
controlling the intensity of said electron beam by 
modulating said beam with picture signals rep 
resentative of the object to be reproduced; means 
for causing the modulated electron beam to scan 
the heat-softenable material to soften predeter 
mined parts thereof; and means for bringing said 
two surfaces into contact with each other before 
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the softened parts have hardened, whereby‘ said 
softened parts of said heat-softenable material 
are transferred from a selected area of the sur 
face bearing said material to an equivalent area 
of said other surface, so as to form the required 
reproduction thereon. 

8. Apparatus for making visible images on a 
transparent base-material, said apparatus in 
cluding an evacuated chamber; a surface within 
said chamber, said surface bearing a coating of 
a heat-softenable material; a transparent base 
material; means for forming an electron beam 
within said chamber; means for controlling the 
intensity of said electron beam by modulating said 
beam with picture signals representative of the 
object to be reproduced; means for causing the 
modulated electron beam to scan the heat-soften 
able material to soften predetermined parts there 
of; and means for bringing said surface into con— 
tact with said transparent base-material, whereby 
the softened parts of said heat-softenable mate 
rial are transferred from a selected area of said 
surface to an equivalent area of the transparent 
base-material, whilst remaining adherent to said 
surface, so that an image is formed which can be 
viewed through said transparent base-material 
and which can be destroyed by parting said sur 
face and said base-material; and means for de 
stroying said image at will. 

9. Apparatus for making images on a trans 
parent base-material, said apparatus including 
an evacuated chamber; a surface within said 
chamber, said surface bearing a coating of a 
heat-softenable material; a transparent base 
material; a source of radiant energy; means for 
directing a beam from said source toward said 
surface; means for controlling the intensity of 
said beam; means for causing said beam to scan 
said heat-softenable material to soften predeter 
mined parts thereof; and means for bringing 
said surface into contact with said transparent 
base material whereby the softened parts of said 
heat-softenable material are transferred from a 
selected area of said surface to an equivalent 
area of the transparent base material whilst re 
maining adherent to said surface, so that an 
image is formed which can be viewed through 
said transparent base material and which can 
be destroyed by parting said surface and said 
base material; and means for destroying said 
image at will. 

10. Apparatus for making images, said appar 
atus including an evacuated chamber; a strip on 
which the images are to be formed; a ?exible 
band bearing a coating of a material which can 
be softened at least once by the action of heat; 
means for bringing said strip and said band into 
pressure contact with each other within said 
chamber; means for forming an‘ electron beam 
within said chamber; means for controlling the 
intensity of said electron beam by modulating 
said beam with picture signals representative of 
the image to be formed; means for causing the 
modulated electron beam to line- and frame-scan 
the surface of said heat-softenable material in 
synchronism and the corresponding line- and 
frame-scanning of the object, to soften predeter 
mined parts of said material: and means for 
bringing said strip and said ?exible band into 
contact with each other before said softened parts 
have hardened, whereby said softened parts of 
said heat-softenable material are transferred 
from a selected area of said ?exible band to an 
equivalent area of said strip. 

11. Apparatus as claimed in claim 10, wherein 
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said ?exible band is provided with a cellular sur 
face, said surface containing a plurality of rela 
tively small isolated masses of the heat~soften 
able material in the cells thereof. 

12. Apparatus for making images, said appara 
tus including an evacuated chamber; a strip on 
which the images are to be formed; a ?exible 
band bearing a coating of a material which can 
be softened at least once by the action of heat; 
means for bringing said strip and said band into 
pressure contact with each other within said 
chamber; means for forming an electron beam 
within said chamber; means for controlling the 
intensity of said electron beam by modulating 
said beam with picture signals representative of 
the image to be formed; means for causing the 
modulated electron beam to line-scan the sur 
face of the heat~softenable material in synchro 
nism with the corresponding line-scanning of the 
object, to soften predetermined parts of said 
material; means for moving said strip and said 
?exible band through said chamber at a speed 
related to the frame-scanning of the object; and 
means for bringing said strip and said ?exible 
band into contact with each other before said 
softened parts have hardened, whereby said 
softened parts of said material are transferred 
from a selected area of said ?exible band to an 
equivalent area of said strip. ' 

13. Apparatus as claimed in claim 12, wherein 
said ?exible band is provided with a cellular sur 
face, said surface containing a plurality of rela 
tively small isolated masses of the heat-soften 
able material. 

14. Apparatus for making images, said appara 
tus including an evacuated chamber; a strip on 
which the images are to be formed; a ?exible 
band bearing a coating of a material which can 
be softened at least once by the action of heat; 
means for bringing an area of said strip into sur 
face contact with a predetermined area of said 
flexible band within said chamber; means for 
holding said strip and said band stationary and 
in mutual contact whilst in said chamber; means 
for forming an electron beam within said cham 
ber; means for controlling the intensity of said 
electron beam by modulating said beam with pic 
ture signals representative of the image to be 
formed; means for causing the modulated beam 
to scan said heat-softenable material in synchro 
nism with the corresponding scanning of the ob 
ject to soften predetermined parts of said heat 
vsoftenable material, whereby said softened parts 
of said material are transferred from said ?exible 
band to said strip; and means for moving said 
strip and said band to bring a fresh area of said 
strip into contact with a corresponding fresh 
area of said flexible band. 

15. Apparatus as claimed in claim 14, wherein 
said ?exible band is provided with a cellular sur 
face, said surface containing a plurality of rela 
tively small isolated masses of the heat-soften 
able material. 

16. Apparatus for producing images, said ap 
paratus including an evacuated chamber; two 
surfaces, one of which contains a material which 
can be softened at least once by the action of 
heat; means for bringing said surfaces into con 
tact with each other within said chamber; a 
source of radiant energy; means for directing a 
beam from said source toward said surfaces; 
means for controlling the intensity of said beam; 
means for preheating the heat-softenable mate 
rial to a temperature in the region of, but below 
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the softening temperature thereof; and means 
for causing said beam to scan said heat-soften 
able material so as to soften predetermined parts 
thereof, whereby matter is transferred from a 
selected area of one of said surfaces to an equiva 
lent area of the other surface in correspondence 
with said softened parts of said material, when 
the two surfaces are in contact. 

17. Apparatus for producing images, said ap 
paratus including an evacuated chamber; two 
surfaces, one of which contains a material Which 
can be softened at least once by the action of heat; 
means for bringing said surfaces into contact with 
each other within said chamber; means for form 
ing an electron beam within said chamber; means 
for controlling the intensity‘ of said electron 
beam; means for preheating the heat-softenable 
material to a temperature in the region of, but 
below, the softening temperature thereof; and 
means for causing said electron beam to scan 
said heat-softenable material, so as to soften 
predetermined parts thereof, whereby material is 
transferred from a selected area of the surface 
containing said material toan equivalent area of 
said other surface, so as to form the required 
image thereon. ' - 

18. Apparatus for producing images, said ap 
paratus including an evacuated chamber; two 
surfaces, one of which contains a material which 
can be softened at least once by the action of heat; 
means for bringing said surfaces into contact with 
each other within said chamber; means for form 
ing an electron beam within said chamber; means 
for controlling the intensity of said electron 
beam; means for forming a further and discrete 
electron beam within said chamber; means for 
causing said further electron beam to scan the 
surface of said heat-softenable material, so as 
to preheat said material to a temperature in the 
region of, but below, the softening temperature 
thereof; and means for causing the ?rst-men 
tioned electron beam to scan said heat-softenable 
material, so as to soften predetermined parts 
thereof, whereby material is transferred from 
a selected area of the surface containing said 
material to an equivalent area of said other 
surface, so as to form the required image thereon. ’ 

, 19. Apparatus for making images, said appa 
ratus including an evacuated chamber; two sur 
faces, one of which is provided with a coating of 
a heat-sensitive material which is rendered 
“tacky” under the in?uence of heat and the 
other of which contains a material which can be 
rendered soft and transferable, at least once, by 
the action of heat; means for bringing said sur 
faces into contact with each other within said 
chamber; means for forming two discrete elec 
tron beams within said chamber; means for 
identically controlling the intensities of each of 
said electron beams; and means for causing said 
beam to separately scan the surfaces of the heat 
sensitive material and the heat-softenable mate 
rial, so as to render predetermined parts of the 
heat-sensitive material tacky, and so as to soften 
corresponding parts of the heat-softenable ma 
terial, whereby said softened parts are transferred 
from one surface to the other surface, when said 
surfaces are in contact. 

20. In apparatus for making images, an evacu 
ated chamber; means for forming and control 
ling an electron beam within said chamber; two 
surfaces within said chamber; means for bringing 
said two surfaces into contact with each other 
within said chamber; means for introducing said 
surfaces into and withdrawing said surfaces from 
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said chamber, said last means comprising a liquid 
sealing column located between the atmosphere 
and said chamber; and guide means for moving 
said surfaces through said column. 

21. In apparatus for making images, an evacu 
ated chamber; means for forming and controlling 
an electron beam within said chamber; two sur 
faces, one of which is treated with a material 
which can be softened at least once by the action 
of heat; means for bringing said surfaces into 
contact with each other within said chamber; 
means for introducing said surfaces into and 
withdrawing said surfaces from said chamber, 
said last means comprising a liquid sealing col 
umn located between the atmosphere and said 
chamber; and guide means for moving said sur 
faces through said column and through said 
chamber. 

22. Apparatus for making reproductions of ob 
jects, said apparatus including an evacuated 
chamber; a ?rst body; a second body provided 
with a heat-softenable material on at least one 
of the surfaces thereof; means for bringing said 
bodies into contact with each other within said 
chamber, with a surface of said ?rst body facing 
that surface of said second body which bears the 
heat-sofltenable material; a source of modulated 
radiant energy of sufficient intensity to soften said 
material; means for forming a beam of said radi 
ant energy; means for directing said beam to- '~ 
Ward said bodies; and means for causing said 
beam to scan the heat-softenable material, so as 
to soften parts thereof, whereby matter is trans 
ferred from a selected area of one of said surfaces 
to an equivalent area of the other surface, in ' 
correspondence with said softened parts of said 
material, when the two surfaces are in contact. 

23. Apparatus for making reproductions of 
objects, said apparatus including an evacuated 
chamber; a ?rst body; a second body provided 
with a heat-softenable material on at least one 
of the surfaces thereof; means for bringing said 
bodies into contact with each other Within said 
chamber, with a surface of said ?rst body facing 
that surface of said second body which bears 
the heat-softenable material; a source of cor 
puscular energy; means for forming a beam of 
said corpuscular energy; means for controlling 
the intensity of said corpuscular beam by modu 
lating said beam with picture signals representa- 3 
tive of the object to be reproduced; and means 
for causing the modulated beam to scan the 
heat-softenable material, so as to soften pre 
determined parts thereof, whereby matter is 
transferred from a selected area of one of said 
surfaces to an equivalent area of the other sur 
face, in correspondence with said softened parts 
of said material, when the two surfaces are in 
contact. 
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24. Apparatus as claimed in claim 23, where 

in said beam of corpuscular energy is an elec 
tron beam. 

25. Apparatus for making reproductions of 
objects, said apparatus including an evacuated 
chamber; a strip on which the required repro 
ductions are to be made; a plurality of flexible 
bands treated respectively with a plurality of ma 
terials which can be softened at least once by the 
action of heat; means for forming an equal 
plurality of discrete electron beams within said 
chamber; means for controlling the respective 
intensities of said discrete beams by modulating 
each of said beams with picture signals repre 
sentative of said objects; means for causing each 
of said plurality of beams respectively to scan 
a different one of said plurality of heat-soften 
able materials, so as to soften predetermined 
parts thereof; and means for successively bring 
ing said plurality of ?exible bands into contact 
with the strip within said chamber, whereby the 
softened parts of said materials are transferred 
successively from the corersponding ?exible 
bands to said strip so as to form the required re 
productions thereon. 

26. Apparatus for producing images, said ap 
paratus including a chamber; means for evacu 
ating said chamber, and for maintaining the 
vacuum therein; two surfaces, one of Which is 
treated with a material which can be softened 
at least once by the action of heat; means for 
bringing said surfaces into contact with each 
other within said chamber; an electron gun 
positioned within said chamber for forming an 
electron beam; means for controlling the inten 
sity of said beam; and means for causing said 
beam to scan the heat-softenable material, so 
as to soften parts thereof, whereby the softened 
parts are transferred to the surface on which the 
object reproductions are to be formed, when said 
two surfaces are in contact. 

JOSEF GROAK. 
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